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Why Shadow Boards?

Shadow Boards are an essential Visual 
Management tool that will serve the core values 
of a Lean Organisation.

Save time, create order, reduce errors

VMT Shadow boards help enable missing tools and equipment to 
be spotted in seconds, and are an essential Visual Management 
Tool providing effective workplace organisation and control. 

We have supplied Shadow Boards to world class Lean organisations in many 
sectors and applications. Shadow boards are proven to reduce time taken 
searching for missing tools resulting in a positive impact on Takt, cycle and 
processing times.

Our 5S Shadow Boards will help your teams and your business to;

Shadow Boards will not only help the people in your business to ensure they 
are working efficiently but also provide a platform for continuous improvement 
and lean working.

Key lean principles are underpinned and supported by the effective use of 
tooling and equipment shadow boards.

Make efficient working a habit - saving time 
and money.

Reduce time searching for missing tools
Reduce SMED machine part changeover times
Increase life of equipment
Make efficient working a habit

And much more...

Many of our clients have reported reductions in Process time 
following the introduction of Shadow Boards. Storing frequently 
used tooling and equipment close to process where it is needed 
reduces wasted time searching for tooling and provides a 
platform for efficient working.

Process Time

Shadow Boards ensure that the tooling required to keep valuable 
equipment in top working condition are always available and 
close to hand. Standard working is supported as the same tools 
will be used by different operators to complete the same task.

TPM (Total productive maintenance)

The use of shadow boards helps to support error proofing-
• The correct tool is selected for process or operation.
• A combination of the tool shadow and storage clips    
makes it difficult for the incorrect tool to be stored.

Poke-Yoke (Error Proofing)

Create an organised and logical layout using shadow boards 
to ensure there are no shortages when changing over parts/
equipment, supporting the principle of keeping the minutes 
taken to changeover in single figures.

SMED (Single Minute Exchange of Die)
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Communicate

Competitive Quotation

Proof

Sample

Tell us about the Shadow Board project you are looking to complete.

What type of tooling or equipment and in what quantity is this being stored on the 
board?
-A list or a (layout) picture of the tools is ideal.

What size of wall-space is available for the shadow board to fit in?
-We will optimise the size of the board or if wall space is at a premium we can specify 
free-standing frames.

What is the environment like that the Shadow Board will be located in?
-We carefully select materials and fittings for our Shadow Boards to ensure that they 
are suited to the demands of the physical environment that they are serving in.

Would you like on-site support?
-We can arrange to visit your premises to discuss your project, advise the best 
solution and survey the required information to generate a detailed quotation.

We will get a commercial quotation to you within 24 hours and in most cases on the 
same day as your enquiry. 

We can supply a branded concept shadow board design to give you an idea of how 
your Shadow Board would look. 

We don’t put anything into production until it has been approved by our client. We will 
get bespoke design work to you within 2 days of quotation approval/purchase order.

We recommend having buy in from your working team before implementing new 
visual management, so we are always happy to supply scaled paper prints of Shadow 
Board layouts so designs can be critiqued as a group or across your shifts and teams.

“We will get a commercial quotation to 
you within 24 hours and in most cases 
on the same day”

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

Estimates & Quotations Creating your Shadow Board...

VMT On-site

We will take the details 
and measurements 

we need on site with 
minimal disruption to your 

operations.

Send Tools

If you are able to be 
without equipment for a 

day or two we will quickly 
measure and then send 

the tools back to you.

Send Tracings

We can supply detailed 
instructions of how to send 

us tracings of the tools.

New Tools

We can supply a complete 
package of new tools 
along with a bespoke 

shadow board to match.

Once we have approval from our client we will put the 
shadow board into full production. 

We will deliver fully assembled shadow boards to 
mainland UK in purposely fitted out vehicles with the 
shadow board ready to be installed.

Outside mainland UK we deliver our shadow boards ‘flat 
packed’ with detailed instructions on final assembly.

We don’t put any of our products into production unless 
we have had approval from our client. This is the client’s 

opportunity to confer with colleagues, check against tool 
lists or request changes.

We take special care to ensure that the board is 
intelligently designed. We take into account factors such 
as weight of tools, environment of use and the most 
suitable fixtures to hold the tools securely in place.

Our degree qualified graphic designers are passionate 
about good design and will ensure that the board has 
a strong visual impact and works within corporate 
branding guidelines.
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If you need to store heavy items on the Shadow 
Board then a 3mm Aluminium sheet will provide a 
hard wearing, heavy duty and strong base material.

For environments where tooling might be ‘roughly’ 
handled, we recommend applying a protection to 
the face of your shadow board to eliminates any 
potential scratches to the face of the board. Poly-
carbonate provides a cost effective, durable and 
visually pleasing option.

Our standard Shadow Board base material 
is durable and easy to work with, providing 
reassurance if your maintenance teams are to fix 
the panels to existing wall space.

Aluminium Composite

Tool Storage

Base Materials

Face Protection

Hold cylindrical tools securely whilst making tool 
removal simple and low effort. 

We apply rubber grip as standard to ensure 
maximum grip for your tools.

Provide extreme mechanical strength. Have the 
ability to hold most industrial objects in place on 
one of our Shadow Boards.

We are always on the lookout for a better way to 
do things and if we think that a bespoke solution 
for tools storage is most suited we will specify it.

Aluminium Sheet

Polycarbonate

Spring Clips

Hardened Steel Dowels

Heavy Duty Carriage Bolts

Bespoke

Materials & SpecificationsFeatures

We take a flexible approach when discussing 
new projects and will work with you to meet your 
exact standards and requirements.
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TOOL DESCRIPTIONS

We can print tool 
descriptions onto the board 
which can be helpful for 
training or for differentiating 
between tools with similar 
appearance.
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HEADER TITLE

Communicate the area in 
which the Shadow Board 
belongs to further boost 
team ownership and care.

02

PREMIUM FIXTURES & 
HOOKS 

We ave many years 
experience in specifying 
the most suitable fixtures 
and hooks for holding even  
the very heavy items such 
as lifting tackle. 

04

REFERENCE NUMBER &
CONTACT DETAILS
We ensure that all our 
Shadow Boards have 
design reference codes 
and contact information 
included (bottom RH 
corner) for re-order or 
future reference.

03

COLOUR OPTIONS

We can print to your exact 
colour requirements. We 
can match to RAL, RGB OR 
CMYK specific codes. 

06
MESSAGES

Text reminders to return 
tools or other important 
instructional cues and 
graphics can be included 
on our Shadow Boards.

07
FRAMES

Perhaps wall space is at a 
premium or the tools need 
to be close to hand at a 
central location within a 
factory. Our mobile frames 
ensure the right tool, at 
the right place, at the right 
time.

08

LOGO & BRANDING

Using company logo’s 
and branding will foster 
company wide ownership.
Design elements from 
corporate branding can be 
integrated by our team of 
graphic designers.

01
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Mounting Options Display Cabinets

We can advise on the best method for fixing the 
Cleaning Stations to a variety of wall surfaces.

Wall Mounted

Available in Standard and bespoke sizes to match 
your Cleaning Station Shadow Board.

Heavy Duty Framework (Mobile)

Available in bespoke sizes, supplied with base 
plates to be fixed into hard flooring.

Heavy Duty Framework (Fixed)

We can assist with specifying the perfect 
mounting solution for your Shadow Board to
suit your operational requirements.

Create visual security for assets and equipment that are 
often locked away in working environments where there are 
temporary staff or contractors working on site.

Secure

Foster a culture of care for equipment by utilising visual 
storage. Clear panels allow for quick visual checks of the 
location of tools and equipment.

Visibility

Provide an added layer of shelter protection from harsh 
working environments to sensitive electronic or precisely 
calibrated tools.

Protect

Secure and protect your tooling, whilst boosting 
the Visual Management best practice required 
from the most efficient organisations.
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Working within your corporate colour pallet will 
ensure that the boards fit in with the look, feel and 
message the corporate brand projects.

Brand Colours

Strengthen corporate identity within the business 
and foster a sense of ownership of the company 
within the business. 

Company Logos

Change Over /Spare Parts

Hand Tools

Lifting Tackle

Branding

Integrate corporate identity and branding into your 
Shadow Board design, ensuring a consistent approach and 
a sense of company wide ownership

Applications

Proven to save time searching for tools, hand tool 
Shadow Boards make it easy to identify missing 
items from a distance, a fundamental lean visual 
management technique.

VMT Shadow Boards can be supplied on mobile 
frames ensuring right tool, right place, right time.

Keep operationally critical spare parts visually 
stored close to process, reducing potential down-
time in the event of equipment failure.

Minimise wasted time in the SMED (Single Minute 
Exchange of Die) process by locating the change-
over parts close to the process in an organised 
and logical layout ready for switch out.

LOLER regulations require lifting equipment to be 
appropriately stored, marked and inspected.

VMT Shadow Boards assist the user in locating 
the equipment in the correct place so the item is 
always available when not in use.



For More Product Information &
Visual Management Solutions visit

www.v-m-t.co.uk

Visual Management Boards

Shadowboards

Foam Solutions

Cleaning Stations

Health & Safety

Cabinets & Framework


